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(Four Corners)
www.recallgames.com

Aim of the game: To change places from one corner to another as fast as
possible and without being caught by the chaser.

Set up: Draw an area of play from 5 x 5 m up to 8 x 8 m in any indoor or
outdoor free space. Mark the fours corners of the area and the stove.

Rules:
Four players stand in the corners and at the same time one – the
chaser – stands at the stove. The game starts when the chaser

says: four corners and the stove. After hearing this saying, all
players from the corners have to change their places/corners as
fast as possible not to allow the chaser to reach one of the corners.
If the chaser is faster than one of the ‘corner’ players they change
places and from this point on the corner player becomes a chaser.

This is an inclusive, contact game which can be played by boys
and girls in all seasons on any available surface. It has no limit of
duration.

Equipment and Materials: 5 cones, cones or poles (to mark the four
‘corners’ and ‘the stove’). If the game is played by more players bibs or
sashes are necessary.

Age:
6+

Number of players:
5 - 15

Duration:
Unlimited

Cztery katy
(Four Corners)

Let’s Inclusivize TSG!
Teaching Style
1.
2.
3.
4.

Provide clear and simple instruction
Complete a walk through the playing area
Encourage players to communicate throughout the game
Safety instructions to be tailored to the environment and
participants playing the game

Rules
1. Change movement pattern (e.g. skipping, hopping, and crawling).
2. Increase/decrease time limit
3. Increase/decrease number of players

Equipment
1. Audible equipment can be used ( e.g. bell or rattle ball, bases
that have a buzzer)
2. Brightly coloured equipment can be used, to mark corners
3. Brightly coloured bibs can be worn

Environment
1. Increase/decrease the playing area/distance/
boundaries/zones/pitching distance/shape
2. Ensure the indoor/outdoor playing area has a smooth surface and
is free of obstacles
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